Apparel Textile Sourcing CANADA
OPEN . LIVE . IN PERSON
WE ARE BACK!

Returning for 2022
Join us in Toronto
Canada . Toronto Congress Centre
August . 22-24 . 2022

Produced by Manufacturer.com
ATS is back and we are bringing the latest styles in apparel with us... from readymade clothing to raw materials... hundreds of manufacturers-direct from dozens of countries worldwide. We'll spotlight our expert-led seminars, workshops, sessions & fashion show - attracting thousands of sourcing professionals in-person over three days.

ATS is Canada's largest Apparel & Textile Sourcing event...
ATS is where sourcing meets sensibility. ATS is where design mingles with production. ATS is where buyers find their match & where factories meet new customers.

ATS produced five virtual ATS trade shows during the Pandemic...
keeping our presence in front of our significant North American database of apparel & textile sourcing buyers.

ATS industry partnerships in North America and worldwide grew during 2020-21...
our partners are the most renown governmental, industry, & private apparel and textile organizations worldwide. These relationships continue to be the core of our ATS foundation.

We can't wait to see you all again
August 22-24, 2022 at the Toronto Congress Centre, IN-PERSON.
ATS-Categories

Apparel Textile Sourcing Canada is the ONLY major international apparel or textile trade show in Canada. The Event connects North American buyers & sourcing professionals to suppliers from all over the world. ATSC brings retailers, wholesalers, online/e-commerce resellers, boutiques and designers direct to the manufacturers. The best showcase of companies producing not only Apparel & Textiles but also Affordable Footwear, Fashion Accessories, Home, Bedding, Bath & More.
Buyer Statistics

Since 2016, the Attendees of ATSC are Retailers, Brands, Online & eCommerce Stores, Wholesalers, Importers, Resellers, Designers, Boutiques, Home Stores, Hotel Chains and so many more.

Attendees:
By the Numbers

80% Attendees are decision makers
77% Attendees from Canada
74% Owner, Partner, Executive Level
37% Apparel primary purchase order
32% Fabric primary purchase order
16% Accessories primary purchase order

Attendees:
By Business

26% Retailer/Brand
16% Wholesaler
15% Online/eCommerce
14% Boutique/Specialty Store
11% Designer/Cut & Sew
10% Department Store
8% Other
International Status

Since 2016 ATS brings the international apparel and textile sources direct to Canada.
ATS is second to none when it comes to International and North American partnerships in the world of sourcing apparel & textiles.
Seminars

Center Stage at ATS is the seminar stage. Experts, Panels, Workshops, Fashion Lab, Keynotes... These high-level curated sessions at ATS attract the big name buyers and sourcing managers from all over Canada and North America to ATS.
Fashion Runway

The Runway is a focal-point at ATS

When the spotlight turns to the eye-popping twist of exhibitor and designer looks, the crowd expands in size and their attention is focused on the stage and runway.

ATS features special “Country-Focused” Fashion show segments designed to promote one participating country’s group of exhibits.

ATS offers a domestic runway events that have attracted major North American brands to the stage runway such as Roots, Canada Goose, and Perry Ellis.

ATS provides any exhibiting manufacturer the ability to take advantage of this runway show opportunity. Timeslots are limited and are sold in individual or group packages.
ATS works year-round to bring international manufacturers and North American buyers together. Our Matchmaking pavilions and on-site staff are one part of our 365-day Matchmaking for all exhibiting manufacturers.

Our Matchmaking pro’s give one-on-one complimentary matchmaking to all attending buyers for all exhibiting manufacturers.

Our full-time professional sourcing experts work every week of the year to connect buyers with producers of apparel, textiles & more.
The Database

ATS 250,000
Mcom 1.25 Million
TTW 1 Million

2.5 Million
Buyers & Brands

Twenty years of International & North American partnerships, 2.5 million Buyers & Brands, Three supporting platforms supporting apparel & textile trade.

Globally United B2B Marketplace
24 hours a day / 7 days a week / 365 days a year

TopTenWholesale.com
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Business Type
- Boutiques 26%
- Wholesale 23%
- E-Seller 15%
- Closeout 12%
- Discount 12%
- Dept. Stores 8%
- Other 6%

Product Category
- General Merchandise 24%
- Apparel 21%
- Electronics 17%
- Health & Beauty 13%
- Home Decor 8%
- Appliances 7%
- Food & Beverage 7%
- Other 3%

Business Type
- Brands/Private Label 27%
- Dept. Stores 21%
- Distributors 19%
- Closeouts 14%
- E-Sellers 11%
- Other 8%

Product Category
- Apparel/Accessories 36%
- Electronics 17%
- General Merchandise 14%
- Health & Beauty 13%
- Food & Beverage 8%
- Home Decor 8%
- Other 4%

2m
Products Uploaded

2.5m
Brands & Buyers

3m
Video Plays Per Year

(Twitter, TV & More)
Find your next match at

ApparelTextileSourcing.com

In business you need help finding your match too.
At ATS we know Apparel, Textile and Sourcing best.
Let us help you skip right to the third date.

Matchmaking at ATS.
Saving you time and money.

Join us in Toronto at ATS Canada Aug 22-24. 2022